Galaxy Geezers and the Mysterious Space Sorcerer

It all started when the innocent unlikely heroes of this story are on Earth, dads painting (sons last
words please may I have some sushi !?) Then suddenly and most mind blowing, the Earth is
destroyed! And then because this story is so peculiar, a mysterious robot comes and scans the
painting and makes the fantasy a reality.
(23 years later, destination Sabacingo. Fortunately the painting resurrected son and dad.)
“Dad you still haven’t bought me the sushi I requested 23 years ago!”
“Shh! Son we’re not on Earth any more.”
“Where are we then?”
“I’ve got no idea, anyway have some Ribscuttler1 instead. Come on, tastes like chicken.” “Yum it is
scrumptious!”
Bing! Bing! Bing! “Retreat!” Said the chef. “What’s that?” “ Ahh” Said dad AKA Sukon, realising
what he had done. “Son, remember when I was painting, well I have invented a new species of
planets and aliens and this one’s the first planet, it’s identified as Sabacingo. Anyway, let’s stop that
villain from getting away!” Soon, when dad and son (also known as the World Famous Space Gang,
the Galaxy Geezers) come to a dead end they think of some way of getting over the wall. They
climb up the post boxes and switch their bouncy shoes on!
Then, as Solar (the villain) flies up into the cold and pollen-filled sky, the Galaxy Geezers clutch
onto his cape and the three of them all collapse onto the solid beside the museum. Clash! Then,
when they’re not looking, Solar races towards the museum eager to steal the jewel of his master.
Then when the violence was interrupted by a blood curdling sound, a spaceship shaped like a
pyramid appeared on the horizon and loads of mini ships cascaded around the clouds and then hit
Sabacingo’s surface. And then the spaceship landed and a dark solemn looking silhouette of a
character popped out of the spaceship. His scrawny little face sneaked out from under his hood and
he muttered his initials, B.B.N. His name was Blast Booger Naut and he was here for revenge. “The
crystal please Solar”. “Here master.” He was embarrassed in front of the other sorcerers, although
he didn’t realise how much power he contained. “Thank you. The crystal of Immortality is all I
need!”…
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